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            Two asymptotic worlds, one based on solar energy, the other based on nuclear energy, are compared. The total energy demand in each case is 2,000 quads. Although the Sun can in principal supply this energy, it probably will be very expensive. If the energy were supplied entirely by breeders, the nuclear energy system would pose formidable systems problems--particularly safety and proliferation. It is suggested that in view of these possible difficulties, all options must be kept open.
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                    Nuclear energy at the turning point

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Weinberg, A
                            

                    In deciding the future course of nuclear energy, it is necessary to re-examine man's long-term energy options, in particular solar energy and the breeder reactor. Both systems pose difficultiies: energy from the sun is likely to be expensive as well as limited, whereas a massive world-wide deployment of nuclear breeders will create problems of safety and of proliferation. Nuclear energy's long-term success depends on resolving both of these problems. Collocation of nuclear facilities with a system of resident inspectors are measures that ought to help increase the proliferation-resistance as well as the safety of a large-scale, long-term nuclear system basedmore » on breeders. In such a long-term system a strengthened International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is viewed as playing a central role.« less
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                    Summary interim report an acceptable nuclear fission future

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Ohanian, M; Weinberg, A
                            

                    The preliminary results of the Institute's examination of the technical and institutional ways of preserving the nuclear option are presented. An acceptable nuclear future must be based not only on achieving a consensus between those in favor and those opposed to nuclear energy but, more importantly, on a consensus that develops among the general public which must weigh the arguments on both sides. Within this context, an acceptable nuclear future must be examined from the viewpoint of the three intersecting concerns of safety, proliferation, and system resiliency. The main preliminary finding of the study is that nuclear energy ought tomore » be confined to relatively few sites, with existing nuclear sites serving as the basis for such a policy. The key elements of a highly collocated system are described with emphasis on strenghtened security, professionalism of nuclear personnel, establishment of generating consortia, institutional longevity, and the transition from the LWR-based system to the asymptotic breeder-based system. The report concludes with brief summaries of the supporting studies in the areas of safety, siting, waste management, legislative and regulatory aspects, and proliferation issues.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Some long-range speculations about coal. [CO/sub 2/ problems of greatly expanded use]

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Weinberg, A; Marland, G
                            

                    Should the world demand for energy increase sixfold within the next 50 years, largely because the underdeveloped countries industrialize, and if half this demand is met by coal, then the estimated world recoverable resource of coal of 4 x 10/sup 12/ metric tons would last at this asymptotic level about 140 years. The carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere is then estimated to increase about threefold. These two eventualities may place limits on our ultimate use of coal. The risk of a CO/sub 2/ accumulation inherent in the widespread use of coal is in a sense analogous to the riskmore » of nuclear proliferation: both problems are global, uncertain, and could pose profound challenges to man's future.« less
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                    Outline for an acceptable nuclear future

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Weinberg, A
                            

                    Nuclear energy is likely to develop in two phases. Phase I, based on burner reactors, is self-limiting because the reserve of uranium is limited. Phase II, based on breeders, might last for an extremely long time. It is suggested that opposition to Phase I of nuclear energy might be reduced if an acceptable Phase II can be constructed. Elements of an acceptable Phase II might include isolated and collocated energy centers with resident IAEA inspectors; heavier security; professionalization of the nuclear cadre; immortality of the operating entities; and separation of generation and distribution. Though these measures are aimed primarily atmore » increasing the safety and reliability of the nuclear system, it is suggested that the proposed siting policy, with IAEA resident inspection, might be more proliferation-resistant than is the current dispersed system.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Optimal solar strategy. [Scenarios for years 2000 to 2050]

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Nadis, S - Environment; (United States)
                            

                    Long-term possibilities for energy sources for the US are solar energy (including indirect forms such as wind, biomass, and hydropower); breeder reactors; and nuclear fusion. Mr. Nadis cites a major finding of the recently completed energy study conducted by the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS): that solar energy offers significant environmental and social advantages over the other two and that a viable strategy exists to make solar energy the basic supplier of the nation's energy needs. Breeder reactors, with their formidable inventories of plutonium, hardly promise a respite from the array of problems besetting the current generation of nuclear reactors,more » he says; nor can fusion power be depended upon, as its technological and economic feasibility still remains to be demonstrated. In light of the difficulties inherent in the other major long-term energy options, he examines here the potential for meeting all of our future energy requirements from the sun.« less
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